Sharing Ideas from Various Origins»
«A Forum for International Interaction and Exchanging
Theories and Practices of Architecture»

architectural triumphs but also provides a platform for new ideas.
2A Global Architectural Festival is open for significant and consequential collaborations with partners from media, Academia, and various
cultures. It invites you to coalesce with us and become a meaningful
part of this enormous global opportunity which comes with several
perks and value-adds in these highly competitive times.
What is in it for You?
Unlike advertising, sponsorships send specific messages about
the company and give them invaluable exposure and connect with
consumers and the community.
Improved Return on Investments
The financial commitment that you make in the form of sponsorships, can give your business a lot of exposure, in terms of
generating leads, getting you a decent campaign that engages
with niche markets, and reaching sales goals.
Brand Visibility
Through branded event marketing, you can greatly grow your
company’s reputation positively. Especially, with an event
such as the 2A Global Architectural Festival which has high

2A Global Architectural Festival
Dubai 2022

Collection of the Following 2A Activities Under One Forum
 2A Continental Architectural Awards (2ACAA 2022)
 2A City-Architecture Movie Award (2ACAMA 2022)

Introduction
Initiated by the renowned Architect, Ahmad Zohadi, founder of
the 2A Magazine, the 2A Global Architectural Festival celebrates
the local and international accomplishments in the field of
Architecture. Through this festival, the organizing committee
makes an effort to pay tribute to the brilliant architects who have
designed striking masterpieces in architecture.
At this prestigious awards ceremony, several architectural professionals come together offering a convergence of their knowledge
and ideas. There is an exchange of intriguing ideas that spring
from their vast experience, exploration of cultures and tradition,
techniques and advancements in technology, as well as evolving trends.
That’s what makes it a one-of-a-kind event which not just celebrates

comes in the form of surveys and social media activity, which
gives you a great opportunity to understand the ideal customer
profile.
Expand your Content Strategy
An event as huge as this is a wellspring for high-quality content.
You can gain new equipment for your company’s content strategy.
Based on your involvement in the event, you can also increase your
engagement. The engagement will also be driven by your pre- and
post-event message creation, which you can customise now that
you have better audience insight. Additionally, most attendees
share such content, giving you a reach to new target audiences.
Generating Leads
Via the emotional connections that you make and the
increased credibility that you get the brand loyalty goes up.
If you want to do your research in advance, we can also provide
the information on the list of attendees, so that you can
develop your content strategy for generating better leads. You will
also gain more information about them during the event which can
be added to your mailing list for promotions.

attendance, your repute and reliability increases as consumers
are more inclined to engage in the services of a brand that
sponsors high-profile events. Additionally, you also get mentions
and featured ads based on the scale of your sponsorship.
Gives you competitive advantage
As a sponsor, your brand is positioned as a credible authority in the
target market. You also get to interact personally with your target
audience, and engage with them via demos and merchandise. Needless to mention, you automatically gain advantage over absent
competition.
The Learning Experience
The event, being a niche platform, gives you an opportunity
to learn about the USPs of other companies. You get to know
new trends and learn about business ideas and strategies other
companies are using to attract customers. All of this can help you
gain valuable insights.
Audience Insights and Data
At the event, you can get access to demographic data and
understand the preferences of your audiences. A lot of this data

Platinum

At the Event

1.A 7 minute presentation
and 3 minute stage time
for your representative.
The director will also give
you a special mention in
his opening speech.
2.Your company will also
be allotted a desk during
the event.
3.Premium Exhibit Space
plus access to unused exhibit spaces

Gold

Silver

1.Your representative can
give a 3-minute presentation and your company will
1.The
company
will
get
a
also be mentioned in the
mention
in
the
opening
director’s opening speech.
speech of the director.
2.Your company will also be
allotted a desk during the
event.
3. standard Exhibit Space

Complimentary 3 years
subscription to the magazine in print.

Complimentary 3 years
subscription to the online
magazine.

Complimentary 2 years
subscription to the online
magazine.

Marketing

1.The Name and logo of
your company is published
in the awards website and
the posters and in the reports of the magazine.
2. Logo Present in event
email communication

The Name and logo of your
company is published in
the awards website and
the posters and in the reports of the magazine.

The Name and logo of your
company is published in
the awards website and
the posters and in the reports of the magazine.

Promotions

1.Featured in service provider directory.
2.Personal Network Introductions
3. Banner on Stage with
Logo

Logo description in service Listing in service provider
provider directory
directory

Press & Media

4 pages of sponsor activities published across 2 issues of the 2A magazine

2 pages of sponsor activi- 1 page of sponsor activities
ties will be published in 1 is- will be published in 1 issue
sue of the magazine
of the magazine

After the Event

Extra

Flights tickets and accommodation for two representatives of your company for Complimentary Dinner for
two nights
representatives and guest
Complimentary Dinner for
representatives and guest

Complimentary Dinner for
one

New Collaborations
Sponsoring such an event leads people to hold your company
in repute and reliability. They are more likely to buy your
product and service as it fosters a positive reputation.
You get to meet other companies which are in the same
ecosystem as yours but may have a product or service that complements yours. This opens up new collaboration avenues
for your business. You can build invaluable business, industry and
community relationships.
Sponsorship Opportunities
At the award ceremony, a 3-minute video clip will be scheduled
to present the sponsor’s activity. The company’s representative
will be invited to hand over the awards. The guests and VIPS of the
sponsoring company will have pre-allocated seats at the awards
ceremony. The sponsoring company is also given a desk during
the awards event. Additionally, you will see a good chunk of your
audience’s ideal customer profile. You can plan ahead and establish your objectives for the event sponsorship, which will help you
gauge your measurable returns. If you are still wondering whether
you are sponsoring the right event, here’s what we have to offer.

A REVIEW OF 2ACAA

A Review of Annual 2ACAA in the Previous Years
Which Has Been Held in
Istanbul, Vienna, Berlin, Barcelona and Madrid.

www.2aincorp.com
Email: info@2aincorp.com
WhatsApp call: +1 647 271 1071
Support Call Center:+971 50 293 5206

